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SUMMARY. Background. Restrained eaters (RE) typically display a recurrent pattern of restraint/overeating. This fluctuating behavior has recently been connected to mood and the affective style in general. In this context, it is argued that RE may be sensitive to stress. Nevertheless, there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that RE present behavioral or psychophysiological patterns that indicate this sensitivity. **Aim.** To test whether there is a differential modulation of punishment in RE behavior within an experimental paradigm that manipulates the reward/punishment contingency. **Method.** 104 female university students (31 RE and 73 controls) carried out an experimental task in which, under different reward/punishment contingencies, they had to choose an advantageous option. **Results.** A significant interaction was observed between the Choice and the Group, revealing that the frequency of punishment inhibits the choice response in RE, independent of its advantage/disadvantage. Although complementary studies are required, the data represent preliminary evidence that RE are sensitive to stress. The clinical implications of these findings are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic restraint eating has paradoxically been linked to overeating and weight gain (1). Indeed, several experimental paradigms and field studies have shown that restrained eaters (RE) overeat under varied conditions (2). In the long term, this fluctuating pattern of restraint/overeating is an important predictor in the development of eating disorders (3) and obesity (4).
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From both the psychophysiological (5) and behavioral (6) points of view, it has been observed that the sensitivity of the motivational systems is related to chronic restraint eating. In addition, a field study showed that the variations in the affective style and motivational systems can also be expressed in different clinical syndromes (7).

A complementary hypothesis of this model is the argument that RE are people with greater emotional sensitivity, and are particularly more sensitive to stress (8,9). The RE would present a more active motivational system of avoidance that favors the emotional experience of anxiety and the development of mood disorders (10). Furthermore, individuals with this hyperactive system display a low activation threshold of the physiological systems responsible for the stress response (11,12). Although the loss of restraint in RE is observed particularly in response to stressful situations, there is no systematic experimental evidence to indicate that (a) the emotional responses of RE in any one parameter (behavioral, self-reporting, psychophysiological) are more intense, or that (b) their physiological system presents responses exacerbated by contexts of induced anxiety (9).

Mixed punishment and reward contingencies: the present study

A partial and preliminary way to examine the previously proposed hypothesis is to investigate experimentally whether differences exist between RE and unrestrained eaters (UR) when they respond to differential contingencies of reward and punishment. If the RE have a stress-sensitive affective style, a significant modulation in their behavior is to be expected when facing punishment, independent of the reward contingencies.

In behavioral sciences, the Iowa Gambling Task is a frequently used method to ascertain decision-making in the context of systematic variations of reward/punishment (13). Basically, in this task the subjects must choose one of four cards, with the aim of obtaining a sum of money. A probability of reward (earn money) and a probability of punishment (lose money) are associated with each card. Overall, two cards are “advantageous” (produce a total gain) and two “disadvantageous” (they produce a loss). It has been seen that subjects with various pathologies, especially those that affect the executive function of the prefrontal cortex, have difficulty in modulating their behavior on the basis of a long-term strategy that favors gain (14-17).

This test has been used in experiments on subjects with eating disorders (18-20) and RE (21). These studies have generally focused on the effectiveness of participants’ decision-making ability. Recently, however, it has been questioned experimentally whether people with eating disorders exhibit patterns of altered decision-making (20).

In the present study, we will use a modified version of the Iowa Gambling Task, evaluating the effect of the punishment/reward in motivated choice behavior. The fundamental hypothesis is that, unlike the UR, the frequency of punishment will exert an inhibiting effect on the choice behavior of the RE, independent of whether this choice is advantageous in the long term.

METHOD

Participants

104 female university students participated in the study after signing an informed consent form. The average age was 20.69 years (SD=2.1), and the self-reported body mass index (BMI) was 22.11 kg/m² (SD=2.79). Each participant received a cash bonus for performing the experimental task (US$ 10). This study received ethical approval from the Universidad de La Frontera Ethics Committee.

Instruments

Revised Restraint Scale (RRS) (1). To measure the Restrictive Eating variable, the Spanish-language version of the RRS was used, which evaluates attitudes towards eating, dieting frequency and weight fluctuation. It must be noted that high RRS scores are fundamentally associated with restraint/overeating patterns and not with pure restraint (22). In addition, this instrument allows the sample to be classified into chronic dieters and non-dieters based on a cut-off point. In international studies, this scale has shown acceptable levels of test-retest reliability and concurrent criterion and construct validity (23-25).

Eating Disorder Diagnostic Scale (EDDS) (26). The EDDS is a brief evaluation containing 22 items that investigates the symptoms of the three most important eating disorders: anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and binge-eating disorder. In this study, the factor “concern for diet” from this instrument will be used (27).

Positive and Negative Affect Schedules (PANAS) (28). This questionnaire yields one score for positive affect (PA subscale) and another for negative affect (NA subscale). The “most of the time” version of the scale was used, which consists of 20 items describing different sentiments and emotions presented with a five-point Likert-type scoring scale indicating the respondent’s degree of acceptance.

Experimental Task

Iowa Gambling Task (IGT)(13). The experimental task consisted of selecting one of four card decks labeled with symbols (diamonds, clubs, hearts, and spades). The aim was to accumulate the maximum amount of money possible in 300
tries. Each card had a frequency and differential magnitude of reward/punishment, with two advantageous and two disadvantageous (Figure 1). Traditionally, to ascertain the subjects’ performance, the IGT net score is obtained, which is derived by subtracting the number of disadvantageous choices from the advantageous ones. This way, higher scores indicate better performance. The experimental task was implemented using E-Prime 1.2 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.), and the responses were recorded using a Serial Response Box (Psychology Software Tools Inc).

**Procedure**

The participants went to the laboratory individually, signed the informed consent form and received general instructions. Then they carried out the IGT on a computer where the cards appeared, and responded on a response pad in front of them. Once the task had concluded, they completed a set of self-reports in another room.

**Analysis strategy**

As a general strategy, the IGT net score (NS) was calculated, which shows the subject’s overall performance and the quality of their decision-making. Second, to prove the hypothesis of the study, the cards were grouped based on the frequency of the punishment; infrequent (B and D) versus frequent (cards A and C) (Figure 1). Using these frequencies, a punishment aversion score (PAS) was calculated for each subject using the following function: PAS=S(A+C)-S(B+D).

Higher PAS scores indicate an “aversion to punishment” associated with an inhibition of the behavior of choice based on the punishment frequency, independent of card desks’ advantage/disadvantage. Through this strategy, it is expected that the differential effect of the advantage of the choice (NS) versus the frequency of the punishment (PAS) on the modulation of motivated choice in RE and UR will be evaluated.

**RESULTS**

Based on the traditional cut-off point applied to the RRS scores (12 points) (23,24), 31 subjects were classified RE and 74 UR. The groups differed in several parameters (Table 1).

**Correlation of the variables of interest**

In a primary analysis, partial correlations between restraint eating, concern for diet, BMI, the NS and the PAS were performed, controlling for negative affect (due to its effect on NS). As in previous studies, restrictive eating ($r_{XY,W}=0.55$; $p<0.001$) and concern for diet ($r_{XY,W}=0.52$; $p<0.001$) correlate significantly with BMI. Moreover, according to the study hypothesis, only the PAS obtained a marginally significant correlation with restrictive eating ($r_{XY,W}=0.18$; $p<0.071$). There was no association between the NS and the variables of interest (all $p$s>0.70).

**Effect of the reward/punishment contingencies on choice behavior**

In order to test the effect of reward/punishment contingencies on the choice behavior according to the eating categories, a mixed ANOVA with a within-subject factor of Choice (NS versus PAS) and a between-subject factor of Group (RE versus UR), was performed on the response frequencies. In this context, there was no violation of the supposition of variance.
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homogeneity (Box’s M Test=31.64; p=0.38), at the same time that Levene’s test was not significant for the dependent variables (all ps>0.56). The test of within-subject effects revealed effect of Choice (F(1,104)=88.53; p<0.001), qualified by a significant Choice X Group interaction (F(1,104)=6.509; p<0.01). As illustrated in Figure 2, post-hoc t tests reveal that RE have a greater PAS (p<0.05), reflecting an inhibition to choose when the punishment is frequent, independent of the advantage/disadvantage of the choice. With respect to the NS, the response frequency between RE and UR did not show any significant differences (p>0.50).

The effect of each card on the frequency of choice was also analyzed according to eating categories. This was done by performing a mixed ANOVA with a within-subject factor of Card (A, B, C and D) and a between-subject factor of Group (RE versus UR), on the response frequencies. Levene’s test was not significant for the dependent variables (all ps>0.29). The test of within-subject effects revealed a significant Card X Group interaction (F(1,104)=26.88; p<0.05), showing a lower choice frequency of card B in the RE versus UR (post-hoc t test: p=0.001). There were no differences in the response frequency between RE and UR for the other cards (all p>0.18).

DISCUSSION

The results confirmed the hypothesis of the study. In an experimental task that varies the reward/punishment contingencies, the frequency of the punishment inhibits the choice response in RE, independent of its advantage/disadvantage. This observation can be interpreted as a reflex of RE hypothetical sensitivity to stress. As was argued previously, RE may be subjects whose system of behavioral avoidance is predominant in the organization of their behavior. This predominance would generate a condition of sensitivity (and of diathesis in the long term) that would be expressed in a heightened emotional reactivity against aversive and/or novel stimuli. In that context, and as is partially observed in the data of this research, it is expected that RE significantly modulate their behavior and physiology when the avoidance system is recruited (for example, through reward/punishment contingencies). It is important to note that, as demonstrated recently in the area of eating disorders (20), no group differences were found in decision-making (NS) between RE and UR. This means that although the strategy of choice in the RE favored avoidance of punishment, overall it was not detrimental to their performance in the IGT.

There may be several clinical implications. On the one hand, consolidating an explanatory model that emphasizes differences in the activation of the motivational systems would orient the psychiatric diagnosis towards the definition of specific development paths for certain eating disorders and certain cases of overweight/obesity. For example, stages of obesity development could be established, which, starting with stress sensitivity, would be followed by overeating (in the context of chronic stress) and then by endocrinometabolic changes that lead to weight gain (i.e dyslipidemia, insulin resistance, hypertension) (2). On the other hand, psychotherapeutic and psychopharmacological intervention could center on the development of mechanisms for handling stress sensitivity as the focal point for treatment, rather than on the eating behavior itself (8). Thus, the differentiation between sensitivity to stress and sensitivity to reward, which is gaining ground in the field of psychopathology (29) and psychopharmacology (30), would have eating disorders (as well as certain cases of overweight/obesity) as one of its scopes of application.

This study must be considered preliminary evidence that needs to be replicated and complemented with data that includes not only behavioral, but also psychophysiological parameters. It is also necessary to conduct more ecological experimental tasks that include various situations capable of recruit the system of behavioral avoidance. In that context, future studies will be able to resolve whether the pattern of sensitivity to stress indeed underlies certain eating disorders.
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